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Periodic Chaotic 
:‘l cre tI(@ is the component altered in the ntth updating, and the value 
c,f xi used to calculate it is taken from the w -- k(~, j) iterate. 
Let us assume that there is :I fiscd s > c) for which 0 < k(~t, j) <: s, 
~3 W, j, and that /Z(W) talss each value between 1 and H infinitely often. 
‘b’he conditions are obviously necessary for convergence. For genera 1
matrices, Chazan and Mirankcr [17 have shown thzrt, with these assump- 
tions, the condition p(/Z+) *rc 1 is necessary and sufficient for convergence, 
where p(iI2J is the spectral radius of ‘ZIi. 
k(m, j) == min(nf. -- 1’ ;y - l), all ?II, j, 
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is $mitiax serrtddefhzite, thclt, for 0 CA: to < 2/(1 + Y,), the iteration (2.3) 
co92wYgYs. 
P9?9Oj? By Lemma 2.1, P is uniquely determined. Set z@ = zp-bl - 2”. 
Then 
~lwuld bc positive semidefinite. 
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Ifa==_ 4, this is true for all Ez. We deduce that single-line overrelaxation 
converges for 0 < 4~ < #, where we include the equality since h > 0. 
To calculate an optimum value for 01 we need a closer analysis. We 
shall assume that A is any matris which satisfies (2.1) with G = 0. If : 
is an eigenvtxtor of the overrelaxation process (2.3) and A the eigenvalue, 
we have 
j.(L) --e r!lF)z -= ( 1 -- w)Dr +- co(E -t- Ii* --t_ I;“): 
Let us assume (as is the case for the model problem) that the splitting 
of A into 13 - E - E*, F, and P has property A (is consistently ordered, 
weakly cyclic of indcs 2). For A + 0, this allows us to replace (3.1) by 
Now let us cZssume that the eigcnvector U! is expressible a~ a direct 
sum of the eigenvectors 7~:’ and dr which satisfy 
This in effect limits us to the model problem with in different mesh length 
in each coordinate direct ion. Then A is given by the roots of 
Suppose that --- S << (7 5; S and - 7“ ~5 t < T, which is af;i:1ill th I’;iSf’ 
for the model problem. Since ,*I is positivt? definite we must have S -j- 
T< 1. 
We wish to choose ;L value of (1) which gives the least value to maxjAi. 
Now the level curves in the (a, t’) pla.ne of masix/ r-= k for roots of x:2 -- 
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ax-/-b= 0 are the triangles with vertices (0, - R2) , (Z/G, @I, ( - z/g, /iz) ;Ls 
shown in Fig. 2. 
rcctnngle is in the position shown in Fig. 2; that is, when 
If T > 0 and S + T = 1 -- ‘1, where q2 q< q, we find the approximate 
valu rs 
.Y “’ I -___ .\’ ‘I: %V~,, ,,()’ p.1, 
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Define 
where pl, ps, . . . , P+_~ are positive constants whose values are to be assigned 
later. Then 
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With 1(1” -= wam this becomes 
k ----- -__/ LL, ,; / 
0 3 2 w 
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exists and that yj = y’ sign (a,J for all pairs i, j such that h(m) = i and 
!z(m - s + 1) c i, for some m, s, 2 < s < Y. If yi + 0, this requires 
the existence of a sign vector e with Ieii = 1, 3 < i < R, and 
and, from (4.3’), 
which gives yAe = 0 or 7 = 0. Thus ,!I” tends to zero and the rest of the 
proof has been given. 
h&nrks. For qi + 1 the condition (4.5) is 
We have proved convergence in the case o = l/(c + 4) only when Y :> 1 
and G > 0. Ordinary relaxation with Q = 2 does not converge. The 
conditions on the elements of A may appear somewhat restrictive but, 
examining the symmetric circulant matrix with +i = I, qi = cp, where 
L+-- i + f ) (modulo n) for 3 < k < r and CZ,~ zero otherwise, we see 
that c < 4 is necessary for A to be positive definite. The case r = 2 with 
(yJ = 1 and c = $ was proved as Theorem 4.2 of il!. Finally we notice 
that we do not actually require J@) to take its values periodically. 
Provided only ‘that clu < Ij(c +- f) at each step and (4.5) is satisfied, the 
process will converge. 
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